AGENDA
Committee 121
Quality Assurance Systems for Concrete
The Grand America & Little America Hotel
Salt Lake City, UT
Sunday, March 25, 2018
3:00 to 5:00 pm
Room: GA- Hermitage

MEMBERS:
Michelle E. Walters          Jon B. Ardahl          Thomas G. Tyler
   Chair                      Vice Chair              Secretary
Godwin Q. Amekuedi           Mihaela Birley        Casimir Bognacki
Paul D. Brooks               Martin J. Fradua      John Hausfeld
Paul Hedli                   Samuel J. Lines       Stephen Marchese
Jinesh K. Mehta              Oon-Soo Ooi           Jerry Parnes
James R. Turnham             Woody L. Vogt

CONSULTING MEMBERS
Alejandro Graf Lopez          Morris V. Huffman     Gajanan M. Sabnis
   Paul Zoltanetzky, Jr.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Mohammad Asad Alhashim       Mohd Basit           Keith S. Foster
Mostafa M. Gad Alla          Arturo C. Gaytan     Thomas Greene
Jack Holley                  Jose A. Rangel       Earl V. Robinson
Johan Schor                  Peter Stamps         Rongyun Xu
1. Call to Order and Welcome

2. Introduction of Members and Guests

3. Update of Membership Status
   • Jinesh Mehta and Sam Lines to Voting Members.
   • Johan Schor and Thomas Greene to Associate Members.
   • Eugene Takhtovich and Anand Mehta removed as Voting Members
   • Stefanos Eapen removed as Consulting Member

4. Establish Date of Next Meeting

5. Attendance – Prior Notification of non-attendance, response to email

6. Approval of Minutes from Anaheim, CA

7. Announcements

8. Old business:
      Status of the rewrite
      Drafts to be presented.

9. New Business
   A. Technical Sessions to take place on Tuesday, March 27, 2018
   B. Audit Document 121XR – Guide to Auditing in the Concrete Industry.
      1. Development of text for sections on:
         a. Batching (if to be done)
         b. Laboratory Testing and Inspection
         c. Precast Manufacture (if to be done)

10. Open discussion on ideas for new projects

11. Adjourn